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Objectives:

The main objective of this proposal is to elucidate calcitonin role in calcium homeostasis during weightlessness.

In this investigation our objectives are to study:

1) The effect of weightlessness on thyroid and serum calcitonin
2) The effect of weightlessness on the circadian variation of calcitonin in serum and the thyroid gland.
3) The role of light as zeitgeber for calcitonin circadian rhythm.
4) The circadian pattern of thyroid sensitivity to release calcitonin in response to calcium load.
5) The role of serotonin and norepinephrine in the control of calcitonin release.

The main objective of this research proposal is to establish the role of calcitonin in calcium metabolism during weightlessness condition. Understanding the mechanism of these abnormalities will help in developing therapeutic means to counter calcium imbalance in spaceflights.

Progress Report:

Using NASA Support the PI was able to publish 21 articles in refereed indexed journals and 36 abstracts please see the enclosed list). Eleven African American students were trained using NASA grant.
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